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Like many younger right-leaning writers, I bought an early begin on The Telegraph’s running a 

blog pages. In the primary years of this decade, it was not a liberal place. Women have been 

closely outnumbered, even by remark journalism requirements. 

Our editor instinctively understood the bait-and-provoke mannequin that now retains some 

remark websites on the centre of on-line debate and the centre of high-profile feuds. 

One of the breakout stars of Telegraph Blogs was a younger man named Milo Yiannopoulos. He 

was in the long run too troublesome — too egotistical — to be stored lengthy on the information 

organisation, regardless that he generated clicks aplenty. He’d already learnt the way to monetise 

his picture: I keep in mind him promoting tickets to his personal extremely publicised party. 

Later, he turned a champion of the GamerGate phenomenon, a mass awakening of younger 

males deeply invested in on-line video video games. GamerGate communities appeared to harass 

feminine tech writers, together with those that dared critique the pornographic nature of feminine 

illustration in video games. Armed with excessive hacking abilities, they revealed private 

particulars, bare photographs and personal emails of girls who had stood in opposition to them. 

Even right now, it’s laborious to discover a girl who’ll talk about GamerGate in public, for 

concern of comparable vengeance. 



This week, Yiannopoulos hit the headlines once more. By now, he’d cracked America and 

change into merely ‘Milo’. He rode the wavecrest of latest tradition wars, a high-profile faculty 

speaker who specialised in getting himself banned from US campuses, then popping straight up 

once more on Fox News as a free speech martyr. 

He was broken extra by an eventual ban from Twitter, after coordinating the harassment of a 

black actress, Leslie Jones. Finally, with grim inevitability, Milo reinvented himself as a Trump 

advocate. 

A protégé of Steve Bannon, Donald Trump’s senior adviser, he had been scheduled to ship a 

keynote speech at this week’s Conservative Political Action Conference. Then a 2016 video 

recirculated, wherein Milo was seen celebrating the academic results of sexual contact between 

older and underage males. It was one provocation too far and the convention withdrew the 

invitation; the alt-right Breitbart information service demanded his resignation as an editor. He 

misplaced his e-book cope with Simon & Schuster. 

How did Milo rise and fall so quick? Much ink has been spilled, together with by me, on the 

culpability of the British proper, which indulged him for much too lengthy. Other elements of his 

mystique are tougher to unpick. 

Yiannopoulos, social reactionary, hero of the offended younger male, is a flamboyantly 

homosexual man. Coyly, he refers to Trump as ‘Daddy’; his campus performances take 

inspiration from G-A-Y membership nights. During Milo’s ‘Dangerous Faggot’ tour, he would 

open his act in full drag, singing the American national anthem. Milo is the Christian Right’s 

fantasy efficiency of what it means to be homosexual. Look once more on the phrases 

‘dangerous faggot’. For Milo, homosexuality was at all times transgression, perversion the non 

permanent privilege of the youthful male. 

As the libertarian lawyer Walter Olson noticed this week, Milo’s Catholicism is central to his 

aesthetic (though he mentions a Jewish grandmother, each time allegations of anti-Semitism 

floor). His speeches are thick with the vocabulary of sin and forgiveness. Augustine prayed 

‘make me chaste, oh Lord. But not yet.’ Milo’s prayer could be comparable: make me straight, 

oh Lord. But not but. Like so many Trump voters, Milo’s many male followers describe 

themselves as victims of political correctness. They discover his outrageous model of 

homosexuality simple to grasp: a darkish damaging of the comforting archetype of the all-

American heterosexual male. 

Compare Milo’s purple carpet therapy to the convention’s method to the Log Cabin Republicans, 

the conservative LGBT group that has advocated marriage equality. A high-profile group set as 

much as show that homosexual , too, can share in bourgeois household values — and named for 

Abraham Lincoln, the president born in a log cabin. 

Members consider in small authorities, self-reliance and Republican liberalism. At their 

occasions, you’ll discover a bunch of sober-minded males in fits. Yet they’ve struggled for 

recognition on the convention. In 2015 a scandal raged about whether or not their management 

had been blocked from talking on panels; in earlier years, they needed to meet exterior the 

grounds. 



If the Republican get together is severe about tackling homophobia, they could do nicely to 

desert Milo, their court jester, and lengthen a keynote invitation to the boys in fits. 

 


